New “Finish Incident” Capability

We have added the “Finish Incident” capability to the Vermont Statewide EMS Run Form. The “Finish Incident” capability easily allows the EMS Provider entering the incident to indicate whether s/he is done entering information about the call, or whether more information is needed before the call is complete.

In the Online version of SIREN Elite, when a provider goes to close an incident, a pop-up will appear asking if the incident is Finished (see below).

If the provider has completed the call, s/he will select “Finish.” If the provider is called away and must close the call before it is completed, s/he would select “Close Without Finishing.”

In Elite Field (Offline Version), when a provider goes to post an incident, a pop-up will appear asking if the s/he would like to post the call as finished. If this is the case, s/he can select “post” and the incident will post as a finished incident.

If the provider intends to post the call and add more information in the Online version, s/he would deselect “Mark EMS Incident as Finished on Post” and then “Post” (see below).